
     5352     WALL AND CEILING SCREENS

HANG OVER
Cloud-shaped ceiling and wall panels available in two sizes. The clouds are filled 
with A-rated sound absorption material and foam laminated fabric for a good sound 
absorption. Screwed to the wall or ceiling. Can also be hung from the ceiling with a 
wire. Suspension hooks for ceiling not included. 

Tip!

Combine with Hang on soft 
seating with identical shape.

See page 59.

678020

Hang Over Small 

678030

Hang Over Large 

642013

642012

Ceiling mount for Hang Over

Wall mount for Hang Over

Loop and wire 2 m.

Screwed to the wall.

HANG OVER
See price ranges on page 12-13

W. 598  H. 105

W. 810  H. 130

642041

Mount for ceiling rail
When mounting in ceiling rail.

Order procedure, see page 46.

Art.No

SOUND OFF LETTERS/WALLIT

Size/Description
(all dimensions in mm)

Art.No

HANG OVER

Size/Description
(all dimensions in mm)

SOUND OFF LETTERS
Sound absorbing 3D letters for hanging on the wall with velcro consisting of 100% 
recycled polyester foam and dressed with Hush. The standard letter type is Arial Black. 
The standard height is 350 mm and thickness 50 mm. Contact Gotessons for more 
information regarding other signs and sizes, etc. Sound Off letters can only be ordered 
with Hush.

Colour:568 
(68102)

Colour:560 
(60155)

Colour:563 
(60900)

Colour:565 
(65077)

Colour:566 
(65078)

Colour:564 
(64120)

Colour:562 
(60159)

Colour:561 
(60158)

Colour:569 
(68103)

Colour:567 
(67046)

HUSH

H: 350120100 dressed

SOUND OFF LETTERS

Sound absorbing letters with velcro.
Without edgings. The edge will be white/raw.

HOW TO ORDER LETTERS:
Art.nr - Type of letter / digit / character - Colour of fabric.
Example: 120100-E-569 = Letter E dressed with green Hush.

990601 

There is a fixed cost for orders of a different type of letters or 
shapes from Arial Black.

Set Cost  for different shapes

628200 600x600

Ø600

600x600

Wall IT Square 

628300

628400

Wall IT Circle 

Wall IT Triangular 

See price ranges on page 12-13

WALL IT

Order procedure, see page 46.

Facts: Wallmount with velcro included.

WALL IT
Sound-absorbing wall units in three different shapes. Mounted with enclosed metal 
velcro plates bolted to the wall or easy mounting. Wall IT is composed of a wooden  
frame filled with a 30 mm sound absorbent and foam laminated fabric just like the 
popular A30 ScreenIT range. The total thickness is 35 mm.
A-classed wall sound absorption. Not available in artificial leather.


